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Designed for preteens and young teenagers, Riding for Kids guides beginning equestrians through

a comprehensive learn-to-ride program. Focusing on the fundamentals of English riding, Judy

Chapple covers everything from tacking up for the first time through jumping routines. Stressing

safety at all times, Chapple presents a logical and progressive lesson plan that includes more than

150 step-by-step photographs that help reinforce correct positioning, balance, and aids. Young

riders will find everything they need to know to hone their skills and start competing in the show

ring.Â 
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I bought this book for my 5 year old daughter who is obsessed with anything to do with horses. She

started riding and it's a great book us to read with her so that we can reinforce what she learns

during her lessons. Great photos of what to do and not to do. The pictures are colorful and the

information is easy for a 5 year old to comprehend. Great book for kids who want to learn all about

care and riding of horses!

good book with good info and nice pictures. kept daughter (10) interested. she has referred to in a

lot too. concentrates on jumping a lot though. which is good if that is where you are headed. but

advanced for my daughter who is hunt seat walk/trot now.



I bought this book for my daughter. She started riding just over a year ago and we wanted her to

have something to give her more background at home.It was also a bit of a preparation for her, as

we were getting her a horse. She found it easy to read and to follow and refers to it often if she

needs clarification on something or just wants a refresher.The book is well written and has clear

pictures.

My daughter's trainer had recommended this book and loaned her her own copy. It was so

good--the best we had seen-to clearly and simply through photos and precise directions give

instruction on each aspect and skill of elementary English riding--that we ordered it immediately. As

"just the Mom" to a horse/riding Fanatic 13-yr-old, it was very educational and helpful, since I am

often the groom and assistant as well. :) Thank you, Judy Richter!

This book is great for begingers (like me) to help people learn a jumping ,racing and riding! It also

tells people about how to take care of stable equiment,tack and last but not least stable care! I

would give this book 2 hooves up!

This is the best book you can buy if you are a young rider. It helps you with your riding skills, as well

as competing at horse shows, and stable jobs. This book is a MUST for any kid that rides English.

GET IT TODAY!!!!!

The material covered is in many areas, but in minimal detail. Do not buy if looking for a training

manual style book. Would strongly suggest using the sample feature on this or another site before

buying to make sure it is enough for your needs. Three stars due to lack of material.

I bought this book for my 3 year old granddaughter who is obsessed with anything to do with horses.

She has just started riding and it's great for her parents to read with her so that she can learn all

about taking care of horses, the equipment and most anything else she needs to learn about riding.

The pictures are colorful and the information is easy for even a 3-4 year old to comprehend. Great

book for kids who want to learn all about care and riding of horses!
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